Abstract. The classification of solutions for some dissipative systems by the information of the spectrum is established. Its generator is non self-adjoint Schrö dinger operator with rank one singular perturbation. For the proof, a generalized Parseval formula is constructed.
Introduction
Let H be a Hilbert space. We shall consider the relation between the asymptotics of solutions for the equation iq t u ¼ Hu; uj t¼0 ¼ f ; f A H; ð1:1Þ where H is some maximal dissipative operators in H, and the spectral structure of the operator H. By the analogy of the general theory of ordinary differential equations with constant coe‰cients (cf. Coddington and Levinson [4] ), we especially expect that sðHÞ V R brings non-decay, i.e. lim t!y e ÀitH f 0 0 and sðHÞ V C À brings decay, i.e. lim t!y e ÀitH f ¼ 0, where sðHÞ and C À denote the spectrum for operators H and the complex lower half-plain, respectively. We also know some examples which suggest the above situation. These are stated in Appendix C below.
In order to define an operator with singular perturbation, we prepare some notations. Let H 0 ¼ Àd 2 =dx 2 in H ¼ L 2 ðRÞ. Then H 0 is a self-adjoint operator with the domain DðH 0 Þ ¼ H 2 , where
is the usual Sobolev space and F 0 is the Fourier transform in the sense of tempered distribution. hÁ ; Ái is the inner product of H and we use the same symbol for the dual coupling of H s and H Às , (in the case s ¼ 0, i.e. H 0 ¼ H, its norm is denoted by k Á k).
In this paper we shall deal with the Schrö dinger equation (1.1) with
where dðA H À1 Þ is the Dirac delta and a ¼ a 1 þ ia 2 with a 1 e 0 and a 2 e 0.
We define the domain of H a , DðH a Þ as follows (see also section 2):
hu; di ¼ Àaða À1 þ hd; H 0 ðH 2 0 þ 1Þ À1 diÞg ða 0 0Þ:
Then it follows from Appendix A that H a with a 2 < 0 is maximal dissipative (the case a 2 ¼ 0 is self-adjoint), i.e., H a with a 2 < 0 generates a contraction semi-group fe ÀitH a g tf0 (the case a 2 ¼ 0 generates a unitary group fe ÀitH a 1 g t A R ). Keeping
in mind, we can rewrite the domain of H a as follows:
DðH a Þ ¼ fU A H 1 ; U 0 ð0þÞ À U 0 ð0ÀÞ ¼ aUð0Þ; w ð0; yÞ U 00 þ w ðÀy; 0Þ U 00 A Hg;
where w I is the characteristic function on I . Our aim is to classify the asymtotics of the solutions of dissipative system (1.1) (see Corollary 1.5) .
To state our results, we prepare several definitions. where s d ðAÞ ¼ fz A sðAÞ j z is an isolated eigenvalue with finite multiplicityg ðthe set of discrete spectrumÞ:
The first result is the following theorem: Remark 1.2. The condition a 1 < 0 and a 2 < 0 is necessary and su‰cient for the existence of a point spectrum in the complex lower half-plane (cf. section 2).
To state main theorem (Theorem 1.3) we note that
(cf. Reed-Simon [21] , Theorem XII.5), where
for an operator A. Thus for each f A H, we obtain a unique decomposition:
Note that f A Ker P as a non-trivial operator from H to H (see Proposition 3.1), where a 1 e 0 and a 2 < 0. The existence of W ðaÞ implies that the asymptotics of solutions for (1.1) with a 1 e 0 and a 2 < 0 is scattering (asymptotic free, non-decay) or decay.
We have the following main theorem:
(ii) Assume that a 1 ¼ 0 and a 2 < 0. Then Ker W ðia 2 Þ ¼ f0g:
(1) For the case a 1 < 0 and a 2 < 0, it is easy to show that f s ¼ 0 is a su‰cient condition for lim t!y ke ÀitH a f k ¼ 0 (see Corollary 3.2). However it is not clear that f s ¼ 0 is a necessary condition for lim t!y ke ÀitH a f k ¼ 0. In order to show the necessity, we require a generalized Parseval formula (see Lemma 4.1).
(2) For the case a 1 ¼ 0 and a 2 < 0, the situation changes, i.e., the point a 2 2 =4 is not an eigenvalue. According to Reed-Simon [21] , XII.6, we may call this point resonance. Therefore we must analyze this e¤ect to construct the generalized Parseval formula (see Proposition 5.1).
(3) For the case a 1 > 0 and a 2 < 0, there are no eigenvalues and no resonance. So we can obtain Ker W ðaÞ ¼ f0g. Since the proof is done similarly with Theorem 1.3 (i), we omit the proof. Corollary 1.5 asserts that it is possible to construct a formulation for dissipative systems (1.1) which is similar to the self-adjoint case. There are many works studying the asymptotics of solutions for dissipative systems. However it seems that there are no works dealing with a classification like Corollary 1.5.
We mention related works. Schrö dinger operators with rank one perturbation are known as point interaction (Albeverio, Gesztesy, Høegh-Krohn and Holden [2] , Albeverio and Kurasov [3] ). Self-adjoint realizations are considered by Watanabe [23] , Kurasov and Watanabe [11] , [12] . Kato [10] deals with scattering theory for a perturbation of rank one. Non self-adjoint scattering theory was investigated by Kato [9] , in which he developed the smooth perturbation theory. Pavlov [18] studied the spectral properties for the one-dimensional non self-adjoint Schrö dinger operator, in which he derived ''generalized '' Parseval formula. Using Kato's theory, scattering theory for wave equations with dissipative terms is considered by Mochizuki [14] , [15] , Nakazawa [17] and Kadowaki [7] . Kadowaki [8] used the Enss method to prove the existence of the wave operators for some dissipative systems. Adamyan and Neidhardt [1] treated the non self-adjoint Friedrichs model and studied the absolute continuity of the spectrum for it.
The present paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, we prove Theorem 1.1. The existence of the wave operator is shown in section 3. In section 4 and 5, we prove Theorem 1.3 (i) and Theorem 1.3 (ii), respectively. In their proof, we construct a generalized Parseval formula (Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 5.1, respectively). In Appendix A, we show that H a with a 2 < 0 is maximal dissipative (H a 1 is self-adjoint). In Appendix B, we mention Kadowaki's results [8] which supplement subject in section 3. In Appendix C, we state two examples by which our work is motivated.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
We consider the operatorH
where a A C, j A H À1 nH.
Put a ¼ a 1 þ ia 2 with a 1 e 0 and a 2 e 0. ThenH H a is dissipative, i.e., ImhH H a U; Ui e 0 for U A DðH H a Þ, andH H a is accretive, i.e., ImhH H a V ; V i f 0 for V A DðH H a Þ. Moreover we have the following properties:
These will be proven in Appendix A.
Especially, H a denotes the operatorH H a defined by choosing j ¼ d (Dirac delta) A H s ðs < À1=2Þ. We also denote byR R a ðzÞ (resp. R a ðzÞ) the resolvent
where rðAÞ is the resolvent set of a closed operator A in H. The proof of Theorem 1.1 can be divided into several steps. First of all, consider the representation of the resolvent of H a . Lemma 2.1. Assume that a ¼ a 1 þ ia 2 with a 1 e 0 and a 2 e 0. Then we have for any f A H,
Proof. The above equality can be obtained by using the arguments similar to these used by S. Albeverio and P. Kurasov 
where C is a closed curve enclosed Àa
On the other hand, since the point z ¼ Àa 2 =4 is the simple pole, the residual theorem gives ð
Therefore we find Àa 2 =4 A s p ðH a Þ and (2.3) from (2.4) and (2.5). r Lemma 2.5. Under the same assumption as in Lemma 2.1, we have for
Proof. Using self-adjointness of H 0 and (2.1), we find the left hand side of (2.3) becomes
Combining the first and the third terms, and the second and the fourth terms, respectively, we have bhu; ji À ahj; vi:
Noting the relation on hu; ji in DðH H a Þ, we easily obtain the desired results. r Lemma 2.6. Assume a 1 e 0 and a 2 < 0. Then we find
Proof. Firstly we shall show (2.7). Assume that U l is the eigenfunction of the operator H a with respect to the l A s p ðH a Þ V R. Taking
Hence it follows a ¼ 0. Therefore, we have
1). It then follows that
This means l A s p ðH 0 Þ V R, which is the contradiction. The similar argument is applicable to show (2.8).
Finally, we shall show (2.
this contradicts with (2.8). r
Since the spectral theory for the self-adjoint operator implies s r ðH a 1 Þ ¼ q, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
In the rest of this section, we give the principle of limiting absorption which follows from (2.2). Let 
n o .
Proof. It is well-known that for every l > 0, the existence of the limits 
for a and l as in the conclusion of Proposition 2.7. r
Existence of wave operators
In this section we show the existence of wave operator and construct a generalized Fourier transform for H a (Propositions 3.1 and 3.7). [19] , [20] ). Proof. Lemma 2.1 implies that K is the Hilbert-Schmidt. Thus K is compact. r Lemma 3.6. (cf. ðB3Þ in Appendix B) Let P þ and P À be the positive and negative spectral projections for the generator of dilation for each c A C y 0 ðð0; yÞÞ and f f t g t A R satisfying sup t A R k f t k < y, where k Á k BðH; HÞ is the operator norm for bounded operators in H.
Proof. In the proof we use the Mellin transforms estimates (Perry [19] , Lemma 1). First we show (3.1)-(3.3).
For f A H, we find by Lemma 2.1
where The last equality is due to the property of Poisson integrals. Thus we have (3.5).
Next we show (3.6). Note that
This implies that for f A DðH a Þ,
where t > 0. Thus t ! 0, we obtain (3.6) from (3.8). r Remark 3.8. In sections 4 and 5, in order to show a generalized Parseval formula, we also deal with F a ðkÞ (a ¼ a 1 þ ia 2 with a 1 e 0, a 2 < 0). Especially, in section 5 we have to note that F Àia 2 ðkÞ has singular points k ¼ G 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 (i)
In this section we assume a 1 < 0. We prove the following lemma, which is the generalized Parseval formula (cf. Pavlov [18] , Theorem 2.1).
Proof. We know the Parseval (Plancherel) formula
for a A ðÀy; 0Þ. We can see that the second term on the right hand side is analytic in D. In fact, putting
where w fjkj<ng is the characteristic function on fk; jkj < ng, we see that H n is analytic in D and that H n converges to hF a f ; F a gi locally uniformly in D.
As a consequence of the above facts (by the identity theorem) we obtain (4.1). 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 (ii)
In this section, we prepare the generalized Parseval formula (Proposition 5.1) and several lemmas for a 1 ¼ 0, a 2 < 0 to prove Theorem 1.3 (ii).
where w a is the characteristic function on fk A R; a e j jkj þ a 2 =2jg for a > 0.
Proof. For 0 < a < b, let w a; b be the characteristic function on fk A R; a e j jkj þ a 2 =2j e bg.
Since 
we then find that
Indeed, we have for x; y > 0,
ÀiðxÀyÞk dk:
Changing k to Àk we obtain ðThe second term of RHS of the above equalityÞ
and ðThe fourth term of RHS of the above equalityÞ
Thus it holds that I e; R ðx; yÞ ¼
Since we can deal with the other cases by a similar calculation, we omit the details.
Note that the following equality holds; 
where where C is a positive constant which is independent of x; y; e and R. Therefore using Lebesgue's theorem we have the conclusion from (5.2). r Thus noting Since H V L 1 ðR 1 Þ is dense in H, we have the conclusion. r Lemma 5.4. E is dense in H.
Therefore, for any f A H and any e > 0 there exists u AẼ E such that ku À e Àia 2 jÁj=2 f k < e: ð5:6Þ Put gðxÞ ¼ e ia 2 jxj=2 uðxÞ:
hold. Thus g belongs to E. Moreover it follows from (5.6) that
The proof is complete. r
Proof of Theorem 1.3 (ii). It su‰ces to show
Thus we obtain f ¼ 0 by Lemma 5.4. r
Appendix A
In this appendix, we give a proof of the following properties forH H a defined in section 2.
Proposition A.1. Assume that a ¼ a 1 þ ia 2 0 0 with a 1 e 0 and a 2 e 0. 
Noting that
for some u n A H 2 and a n A C satisfying
where m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . :
Since the above equality means that fu n g n A N ; fH 0 u n g n A N and fa n g n A N satisfy the Cauchy condition, there exist u 0 A DðH 0 Þ and a 0 A C such that
Now the proof is complete. r
Proof of Proposition A.1. First we consider the proof of (i) and (ii Noting the definition of DðH a Þ, we find that the above U has the following form: for any u A H 2 ,
where Thus it follows from (A.7) that
Since the LHS of the above equality belongs to H and j belongs to H À1 nH, we find c ¼ 0, i.e., 
Appendix B
We state an abstract result in Kadowaki [8] without a proof (see [8] for the proof ).
Let H be a separable Hilbert space with inner product hÁ ; Ái H . The norm is denoted by k Á k H . Let fV ðtÞg tf0 and fU 0 ðtÞg t A R be a contraction semi-group in H and a unitary group in H 0 , respectively. We denote by A and A 0 the generator of V ðtÞ and U 0 ðtÞ, respectively (V ðtÞ ¼ e ÀitA and U 0 ðtÞ ¼ e 
Appendix C
In the last section, we state some examples by which the present work is motivated. Proof. Conclusions are well known. Here we give a brief sketch of the proof.
For ðH À zÞ f ¼ g with f ¼ ð f 1 ; f 2 Þ and g ¼ ðg 1 ; g 2 Þ, we obtain ÀDf 2 À ðz 2 þ iz À mÞ f 2 ¼ ðiD À imÞg 1 þ zg 2 . (the case m ¼ 1) z 2 þ iz À 1 A ½0; yÞ , jsj f ffiffi ffi 3 p =2 and t ¼ À1=2, where we put z ¼ s þ it ðs; t A RÞ.
(the case m ¼ 0) z 2 þ iz A ½0; yÞ , s A R and t ¼ À1=2 or s ¼ 0 and À1 e t e 0.
The last assertion follows from Engel-Nagel [5] , 2.22 Corollary. r
